2008 suzuki forenza engine diagram

This manual is specific to a Suzuki Forenza. RepairSurge is compatible with any
internet-enabled computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and
support is always free. We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but
our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds
crazy. It's a stupid rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and that's what their
lawyers require. Here are some of the comments we have received from users of RepairSurge.
These customers have agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying
anything online is a risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the entire manual before
you buy, but our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you
the repair information you need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: Suzuki. Model:
Forenza. Production Year: Step by Step Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic
Procedures. Wiring Diagrams. Here is what you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair
instructions. Unlimited access to personal support reps who are always available to assist you.
We can answer your questions about using the software or help you find the specific
information you need for your Suzuki Forenza. Free real-time updates! Your manual is updated
with revised information as soon as it is released. Access on your terms. Unlimited access to
your Suzuki Forenza manual on a yearly basis. We'll get you the repair information you need,
every time, or we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I see what the manual looks like? See our
guarantee below. You are protected in case the manual turns out to not be what you need. What
Satisfied Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised, quick and easy transaction. Get Your
Manual. Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online transaction is protected by safe and
secure SSL encryption technology. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Contains Important
Information. Part No. Page 2 Prepared by July, Part No. Fuel see section 5 2. Engine hood see
section 5 3. Tire changing tools see section 5 4. Engine coolant see section 5 6. Windshield
washer fluid see section 5 7. Page 7 Do not remove the messages for any reason. Air Bag
Warning Label 2. Passenger Air Bag Warning Label 3. Page 8 In the event you require
assistance related to your SUZUKI, while temporarily travel- ling in either the United States or
Canada, you may wish to contact the Suzuki Cus- tomer Relations Department directly of the
country in which you are temporarily oper- ating your vehicle. Consult your SUZUKI dealer or
qualified service technician for advice on installing such mobile communication equipment.
Symbols, used on your vehicle, are shown along with the text describing the operation or
information relating to a specific component, control, message, gauge or indicator. The seat or
seatback could move unex- pectedly, causing loss of control. Safety belts are designed to offer
maximum protection when seat- backs are in the fully upright posi- tion. Page Rear Seats N4UA
If your vehicle is equipped with the tiltable front head restraints, do the following to adjust it.
The person wear- ing the belt could be severely injured. After raising rear seatback, always
check to be sure that the safety belts are properly routed and attached, and are not twisted.
L3UA Take the simplest vehicle. L3UA Put someone on it. L3UA Get it up to speed. Then stop
the vehicle. Answer: You could be â€” Page 20 able to unbuckle the safety belt quickly if you
ever had to. L3UA 5 To make the lap part tight, pull down on the buckle end of the belt as you
pull up on the shoulder belt. L3UA The lap part of the belt should be worn low and snug on the
hips, just touching the thighs. The belt should be away from your face and neck, but not fall- ing
off your shoulder. Misadjustment of the belt could reduce the effective- ness of the safety belt in
a crash. The best way to protect the fetus is to pro- tect the mother. Page 24 L3UA Pull up on
the latch plate to make sure it is secure. Make sure the release button on the buckle is
positioned so you would be able to unbuckle the safety belt quickly if you ever had to. L3UA 3
To make the lap part tight, pull down on the buckle end of the belt as you pull up on the
shoulder part. In a crash, you would move forward too much, which could increase injury. The
shoulder belt should fit against your body. L3UA To unlatch the belt, just push the button on the
buckle. Do not touch pretensioner system components or wiring. The wires are wrapped with
yellow tape or yellow tubing, and the couplers are yellow. Answer: If the child is sitting in a seat
next to a window, move the child toward the center of the vehicle. Air bags plus lap-shoulder
belts offer outstanding protection for adults and older children, but not for young chil- dren and
infants. Page 32 lap belts or the lap portion of lap- shoulder belts or by special rigid lower
anchor bars built into the seats. According to accident statistics, chil Attaching more than child
restraint to a single bracket could cause the anchor to come loose or even break during a crash.
A child or others could be injured if this hap- pens. Be sure to attach the top strap to
corresponding anchor located Page 36 L3UA L3UA In order to use the system, you need either a
forward-facing child restraint that has attaching points B at its base and a top tether anchor C ,
or a rear-facing child restraint that has attaching points B , as shown here. A rear seat is a safer
place to secure a child restraint. In addition, your vehicle has a passenger sensing system.
Make sure the release button is positioned so you would be able to unbuckle the safety belt

quickly if you ever had to. L3UA 5 Pull the rest of the shoulder belt all the way out of the
retractor to set the lock. Safety belt pretensioner 4. Air bag controller SDM 5. Occupant
classification module 6. Air bag readiness light 8. Early crash sensor 9. Here are the most
important things to know about the air bag systems. Page 42 S4UA There is an air bag
readiness light on the instrument panel, which shows the air bag symbol. The air bag readiness
system checks the air bag electrical system for malfunctions. The light tells you if there is an
electrical problem. Page 44 If it is necessary to modify the advanced air bag system to
accommodate a person with disabilities, owners in the continental United States can call American Suzuki toll-free at , or write to: American Suzuki Motor Corporation Automotive Customer
Relations For frontal air bags, inflation is determined by the angle of the impact and how quickly
the vehicle slows down in frontal and near- frontal impacts. For side impact air bags, inflation is
determined by the location and severity of the impact. A damaged restraint system may not
properly protect the person using it, resulting in serious injury or even death in a crash. Page
Keys The key number is stamped on the key tag A. When the dealer matches the replacement
transmitter to your vehi- cle, any remaining transmitters must also be matched. It can cause
unconsciousness and even death. If you must drive with the trunk lid open or if electrical wiring
or other cable connections must pass through the seal between the body If you must drive with
the lift- gate open or if electrical wiring or other cable connections must pass through the seal
between the body In addition, each passenger door has a switch for its own window. The
ignition must be ON to use the power windows. Although your vehicle has a number of
theft-deterrent features, we know that nothing we put on it can make it impossible to steal.
Theft-Deterrent System Your vehicle may have a theft-deterrent system. Page 61 If you add
electrical parts or accessories, you could change the way the engine operates. Automatic
Transmission Operation Page 62 by blocking the straight movement of the shift lever when the
vehicle is moving. Also, this is the only position from which you can remove the key after
turning it to LOCK. It can help con- trol your speed as you go down steep mountain roads, but
then you would also want to use your brakes off and on. Page 64 In this situation, automatic
shifting can be canceled or can default to a severe condition mode. Then, slowly let up on the
clutch pedal as you press the accelerator pedal. Your vehicle can roll. It can cause
unconsciousness and death. Grip the mirror in the center to move it up or down and from side
to side. If you cut too sharply into the right lane, you could hit a vehicle on your right. To open
the sunglasses storage compart- ment, pull down and hold the upper part of the cover. To close
the compartment, let go of the cover and the compartment will automatically close. Hang the
four net hooks in the metal rings on the each corner of the floor. Sunroof If your vehicle has this
feature, the switch is located between the map lamp buttons. Air Outlet B. Instrument Panel
Cluster C. Air Outlet D. Hazard Warning Flashers Button E. Digital Clock F. Audio System G.
Instrument Panel Brightness Control H. They also let police know you have a problem. Your
front and rear turn signal lamps will flash on and off. Sedan Wagon N4UB The hazard warning
flasher button is located on the center of the instrument panel. Page 80 Tilt Wheel Your vehicle
has a tilt wheel which allows you to adjust the steering wheel before you drive. You can raise it
to the highest level to give your legs more room when you exit and enter the vehicle. The lever
that allows you to tilt the steering wheel is located under the steering col- umn. If a bulb is
burned out, replace it to help avoid an accident. Page 82 between wipes. The wiper speed can
only be adjusted when the lever is in the INT position. OFF Off : Move the lever to this position
to turn off the windshield wipers. Misting Function Move the lever toward, but not completely in,
the INT position for a single wiping cycle. Check it often when the weather is bad. Page 84 G7UA
The cruise control pad is located on the right side of the steering wheel. An indicator light on
the instrument panel cluster will come on to show you that the cruise control is on. Exterior
Lamps The lever on the left side of the steering column operates the exterior lamps. N6UA The
exterior lamp band has three posi- tions: Headlamps Page 86 An indicator light on the
secondary infor- mation center will come on when the fog lamps are on. When using fog lamps,
the ignition must be on as well as the parking lamps or low- beam headlamps. Page 87 Certain
electrical accessories may not be compatible with the accessory power outlet and could result
in blown vehicle or adapter fuses. Hot ciga- rettes or other smoking materials could ignite them,
causing a damag- ing fire. The cigarette lighter is located to the right of the front ashtray. Page
90 Bi-Level : This mode directs approximately half of the air to the instrument panel outlets, and
then directs the remaining air to the floor outlets. Floor : This mode directs most of the air to the
floor outlets. Some of the air will also be directed to the windshield, instrument panel side
outlets, and rear outlets. Start the engine and set the fan control knob to the desired speed. The
air conditioning com- pressor does not operate when the fan control knob is in the off position.
Page 92 Defog : This mode directs air to the windshield, side window outlets and floor outlets.
When you select this mode, the system runs the air-conditioning compressor. To defog the

windows faster, turn the temper- ature control knob clockwise to the warm- est setting. Ensure
that the new filter is inserted in the proper orientation. Warning Lights, Gauges and Indicators
This section describes the warning lights and gauges that may be on your vehicle. Increased
wear or damage to certain parts can result from failure to per- form required services at the
proper mileage intervals. Trip Odometer The trip odometer can record the number of kilometers
or miles traveled for up to two trips. Persons who are not wearing safety belts have a much
greater risk of injury if an acci- dent occurs. Make a regular habit of buckling your safety belt
before put- ting the key in the ignition. Page 97 The light should go out after several seconds.
Page 98 If the warning light stays on, or comes on while you are driving, the SSPS system may
not be working. Hold Mode Light If your vehicle has this feature, this light will come on when the
Hold mode is active. Page Driving Your Vehicle 10 seconds and restart the engine. Fol- low the
driving guidelines described above. Page It will require at least one full tank of the proper fuel to
turn the light off. Your SUZUKI dealer has the proper test equipment and diagnostic tools to fix
any mechanical or electrical problems that may have developed. Make sure that all doors are
completely closed and this light is out before driving. WARNING Each tire, including the spare if
pro- vided , should be checked monthly when cold and inflated to the inflation pressure
recommended by the vehi- cle manufacturer on the vehicle plac- ard or tire inflation pressure
label and this manual. Even in the event that trouble arises, never open the case, disassemble
the unit, or lubricate the rotating parts. No other discs can be played. Removing the disc Proper
way to hold the compact disc 52D To remove a compact disc from its storage case, press down
on the center of the case and lift the disc out, holding it carefully by the edges. Page prevent the
system from operating prop- erly. These may get caught in the internal mechanism and damage
the disc. Press this button for a short time to MUTE the radio. Turn the volume knob to increase
or to decrease the bass. The dis- play will show the bass level. When fin- ished making the
selection, press this button again to select the bass level. If these problems occur, check the
bottom surface of the CD. If the surface of the CD is damaged, such as cracked, broken, or
scratched, the CD will not play properly. Page than necessary. To conserve space on the disc,
minimize the length of the file, and folder names. The system can support up to 8 folders in
depth, but, keep the depth of the folders to a minimum in order to keep down the complexity
and confusion in trying to locate a particular folder during playback. If the radio displays an
error mes- sage, write it down and provide it to your SUZUKI dealer when reporting the problem. Mode Button Press the Mode Button to change the mode. Press the button again to cancel
MUTE. The player will pull it in and the CD should begin playing. You can insert a CD with the
ignition off. The CD should begin playing. Press this button for a short time to MUTE the sound.
To cancel MUTE, press this button again. Volume Up Button Press this button to increase the
volume level. Magazine slot 2. Magazine eject button How to Change Discs To remove: 1 Open
the sliding door of the CD changer to the right until it is completely 86Z latched. Page 86Z 2
Press the eject button on the CD changer and remove the magazine. Playback starts at the
beginning of the track that you were previously listening 3 If a disc is not inserted yet, load a
disc Please start by using a very important safety device in your vehicle: Your safety belt.
Buckle up. A per- son who consumes food just before or dur- ing drinking will have a somewhat
lower BAC level. That means you can lose con- trol of your vehicle. Braking Braking action
involves perception time and reaction time. Suddenly, an animal jumps out in front of you. You
slam on the brakes and continue braking. If one of the wheels is about to stop rolling, the
computer will separately work the brakes at each front wheel and at both rear wheels. Page You
will still have power steering, but steering will be stiffer than normal at slow speeds. Page
Steering in Emergencies There are times when steering can be more effective than braking. For
example, you come over a hill and find a truck stopped in your lane, or a car suddenly pulls out
from nowhere, or a child darts out from between parked cars and stops right in front of you. A
miscalculation, an error in judgment, or a brief surrender to frustration or anger can suddenly
put the passing driver face to face with the worst of all traffic accidents â€” Page steer the way
you want the vehicle to go. If you start steering quickly enough, your vehicle may straighten
out. Always be ready for a second skid if it occurs. Of course, traction is reduced when water,
snow, ice, gravel or other material is on the road. Just as your headlamps should be checked
regularly for proper aim, so should your eyes be examined regularly. Page Hydroplaning
Hydroplaning is dangerous. So much water can build up under your tires that they can actually
ride on the water. When your vehi- cle is hydroplaning, it has little or no con- tact with the road.
Page Freeway Driving If it needs service, have it done before starting out. Is the tread good
enough for long-distance driving? Are the tires all inflated to the recommended pressure?
Should you delay your trip a short time to avoid a major storm system? There could be
something in your lane, like a stalled car or an accident. Examples are long grades, passing or
no-passing zones, a falling rocks area or winding roads. Without anti-lock brakes, if you feel

your vehicle begin to slide, let up on the brakes a little. This saves fuel. When you run the
engine, make it go a little faster than just idle. That is, push the accelerator slightly. This uses
less fuel for the heat that you get and it keeps the battery charged. Page Actual weight of the
loaded vehicle and actual loads at the front and rear axles can only be determined by weighing
the vehicle using a vehicle scale. To measure the weight and load, try taking your vehicle to a
highway weighing station, shipping com- pany or inspection station for trucks, etc. In a trunk,
put them as far forward as you can. Page U. Environ- mental Protection Agency regulations.
SUZUKI recommends that you buy gaso- lines that are advertised to help keep fuel injectors and
intake valves clean. If your vehicle experiences problems due to dirty injectors or valves, try a
different brand of gasoline. Page Leave the area immediately. If you get the improper type, it
may not fit properly. Static elec- tricity discharge from the container can ignite the gasoline
vapor. You can be badly burned and your vehicle can be damaged if this occurs. The secondary
hood release lever is located near the front center of the hood. Engine Oil Filler Cap C. Engine
Coolant Surge Tank E. Underhood Fuse Block F. Battery G. Windshield Washer Fluid Reservoir
H. You should check your engine oil level reg- ularly; Page This A is where you add oil. Be sure
to add enough oil to put the level somewhere in the proper operating range. Page Maintenance
Schedule Instead, recycle it by taking it to a place that collects used oil. If you have a problem
properly disposing of your used oil, ask your SUZUKI dealer, a service station or a local
recycling center for help. Page If the fluid is contaminated or discolored, change the automatic
transmission fluid. A decrease in the fluid level indicates a leak in the automatic transmission.
Page Before attempting to do the work, be sure you are fully acquainted with doing this job.
Otherwise, you could be injured or could damage the vehicle. Page Hydraulic Clutch There is
one reservoir for both the brake and the hydraulic clutch fluid. The hydraulic clutch linkage in
your vehicle is self-adjusting. The master cylinder res- ervoir is filled with hydraulic fluid. A fluid
loss in this system could indicate a problem. Page Too much water in the mixture can freeze
and crack the engine, radi- ator, heater core and other parts. Page When replacing the pressure
cap, make sure it is hand-tight. If you still have the warning, turn off the engine and get
everyone out of the vehicle until it cools down. Steam and scalding liquids from a hot cooling
system can blow out and burn you badly. They are under pres- sure, and if you loosen the
coolant surge tank pressure cap â€” Page MAX mark. Be sure the pressure cap is hand-tight
and fully seated. Page Properly torqued wheel nuts are necessary to help prevent brake
pulsation. When tires are rotated, inspect brake pads for wear and evenly tighten wheel nuts in
the proper sequence to SUZUKI torque specifica- tions. Brake linings should always be replaced
as complete axle sets. This could be a sign of brake trouble. Brake Adjustment Every time you
make a moderate brake stop, your disc brakes adjust for wear. Only use vehicles with volt
systems with negative grounds to jump start your vehicle. Page age the battery and maybe
other parts, too. Page Headlamps To replace a headlamp bulb: 1 Open the hood. Page Luggage
Compartment Lamp To replace a luggage compartment lamp bulb: 1 Use a flat screwdriver to
pry the lamp assembly from the lamp assembly holder. License Plate Lamps N4UB To replace a
license plate lamp bulb: 1 Remove the two screws shown in the illustration and the lamp cover.
This is important to ensure proper steering and handling of the vehicle. Air pressure is
expressed in pounds per square inch psi or kilopascal kPa. Accessory Weight: This means the
combined weight of optional accessories. Page mounted on a vehicle. The side of the tire that
contains a whitewall, bears white let- tering or bears manufacturer, brand and or model name
molding that is higher or deeper than the same moldings on the other sidewall of the tire.
Passenger P-Metric Tire: A tire used on passenger cars and some light duty trucks and
multipurpose vehicles. If you use new wheels with new tire infla- tion pressure sensors, their ID
codes must Page When rotating your tires, always use the correct rotation pattern shown here.
After the tires have been rotated, adjust the front and rear inflation pressures as shown on the
Tire and Loading Information label. Page 10 to 12 inches 25 to 30 cm , or to some
limited-production tires. While the tires available on SUZUKI vehi- cles may vary with respect to
these grades, they all conform to federal safety require- ments. Each new wheel should have the
same load-carrying capacity, diameter, width, off- set and be mounted the same way as the one
it replaces. It could fail suddenly and cause a crash. The vehicle can slip off the jack and roll
over you or other people. You and they could be severely injured. Find a level place to change
your tire. To help prevent the vehicle from mov- ing: 1 Set the parking brake firmly. The jack is
located in the cargo area. Turn the jack retainer, located on the right side of the jack,
counterclockwise to release it. To help avoid personal injury and vehicle damage, be sure to fit
the jack lift head into the proper location before raising the vehicle. Page This could lead to an
accident. Be sure to use the correct wheel nuts. Stop somewhere as soon as you can and have
the nuts tight Page Compact Spare Tire Although the compact spare tire was fully inflated when
your vehicle was new, it can lose air after a time. Check the inflation pressure regularly. It

should be 60 psi kPa. After installing the compact spare tire on your vehicle, you should stop as
soon as possible and make sure your compact spare tire is correctly inflated. Page Appearance
Care Wipe vinyl, leather, plastic and painted surfaces with a clean, damp cloth. They will clean
normal spots and stains very well. Use a clean cloth and vinyl cleaner. Cleaning Leather Use a
soft cloth with lukewarm water and a mild soap or saddle soap and wipe dry with a soft cloth.
Underbody Maintenance Chemicals used for ice and snow removal and dust control can collect
on the under- body. Page Vehicle Identification Odor Odorless spray odor Eliminator eliminator
used on fabrics, vinyl, leather and carpet. Page Power Windows and Other Power Options
gmc 66 duramax
2004 grand am fuel pump replacement
cat6 wiring diagram
Circuit breakers in the fuse block protect the power windows and other power accessories.
When the current load is too heavy, the circuit breaker opens, protecting the circuit until the
problem is fixed or goes away. Page Capacities And Specifications Capacities and
Specifications The following approximate capacities are given in English and metric
conversions. You should retain evidence that proper maintenance has been performed on your
vehicle in accordance with the scheduled maintenance services chart. Page Maintenance
Interval Months x 1, miles 3. However, the U. Page Identification Numbers This number is used
to register the vehicle. Engine Serial Number For vehicles registered for use and principally
operated in Canada please contact Suzuki Canada Inc. Page Identification Numbers Page
Steering This manual is also suitable for: forenza. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL.

